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The Numbers Game…
Nordost’s Valhalla goes digital
by Roy Gregory
Ever since I’ve been using the Nordost
Valhalla cables, my reference as
regards digital signal transfer has
been the Silver Shadow 75 Ohm
lead. It’s pretty much the same colour,
uses the same micro mono-filament
technology and sounds better than
anything else I’ve used – until now.
Firm believers in offering
a completely coherent cable system
(and upset at the notion of their best
customers slumming it with something
from further down the range), Nordost
have launched digital versions of
the Valhalla cables, two models
optimised for either 75 or 110 Ohm
connection, although outwardly
identical. They enjoy the same silver
screening as the analogue interconnects and are substantially
thicker than the Silver Shadow.
Having gone through the seemingly
interminable burn-in process that’s
necessary with all the Nordost cables
but especially so with the Valhallas, I sat
down to compare the two 75 Ohm leads.
Physically the Valhalla is both bigger and
sexier than the Silver Shadow, with nice
Clearaudio plugs in place of the cheaper
lead’s Neutriks. These sound excellent
but also offer some welcome strain relief
as hard use (and reviewers really use
their leads to the point of abuse) has
seen screening strands starting to escape
from the Neutriks’ grip on some of my
analogue cables. What the improved

appearance hadn’t prepared me for
was the gulf in performance between
the two cables.
The Silver Shadow is a darn fine
lead, better as I said than anything I’d
used previously: The Valhalla buried
it. Its superiority was so shocking that
I had to repeatedly swap back and
forth, changing discs just to make
sure that I wasn’t hearing
things. But sure enough,
each time I changed
to the Valhalla I was
rewarded with more
detail, greater stage
depth, focus and
transparency, much
greater weight and
vastly improved
tonal colours.
Improvements in
dynamic range, discrimination and
musical presence were just as dramatic,
and dramatic is the word for the lead’s
effect on the musical performance as
a whole: Crisper, more direct, more
immediate and far more communicative.
And all this from a digital interconnect?
The Valhalla Digital is just as impressive
as the rest of the range, enjoying
the same margin of superiority over
both the competition and its own
cheaper siblings.
The scary thing is that the AES/EBU
version is actually even better, with
slightly better focus and separation,

a more stable
and rooted bass
performance and
even greater overall
clarity, all without
sounding pinched
or sat-on the way
some balanced leads
can. The Valhalla
name is not one to
take lightly. These
latest additions to
the range fully justify
the moniker.
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Valhalla Digital 1m Phono – Phono:
£1450
Valhalla Digital 1m AES/EBU XLR:
£1480
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